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+ A leading UK environmental, mining and climate data 
authority

+ Providing expert information on risks including land 
contamination, flooding and ground stability

+ Delivering forward guidance on potential climate risks

+ We are proud to be part of the B Corp Community

+ We work to the highest standards of environmental 
and social governance (ESG) to deliver our support in 
an ethical and transparent way

Our Vision

+ We will be the leader for global environmental and climate 
insights to land and property transactions

Our Mission

+ To help our climate-challenged society make positive, 
sustainable and responsible land and property decisions
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/ Climate Change - A Quick 

Summary
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Cause and effect

£525 billionRising sea levels Extreme heat Increased rainfall

Coastal erosion; flooded 

homes & businesses; 

increased insurance 

premiums; loss of property; 

rentability & mortgageability; 

loss of life

Drought; food & water scarcity; 

reliance on imports; heat stress 

on buildings; infrastructure 

damage; wildfires; increased 

subsidence; cost to insurance 

industry; serious threat to life, 

health & wellbeing

Flooded homes & businesses; 

insurance availability & 

affordability; soil erosion; crop 

damage; reliance on food 

imports; displacement; 

damage; human life; business 

interruption
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Part B - Section 3: Providing climate change risk 

advice to clients

The key duties and climate advice to clients:

1. Duty of care 
“Solicitors have a general legal duty to exercise reasonable care and skill. The standard is that of a reasonably competent practitioner (Per Oliver J in 

Midland Bank Trust Co Ltd v Hett Stubbs and Kemp [1979] Ch 384 at 403.)”

2. Duty to warn
“A solicitor has a duty to warn a client about potential risks by pointing out hazards of a kind which should be obvious to the solicitor but which the 
client may not appreciate (County Personnel (Employment Agency) v Alan R Pulver & Co [1987] 1 W.L.R. 916).”

3. Duty to disclose
“Solicitors have a duty to disclose to their client, when acting on a matter, all information material to that matter of which they have actual 

knowledge (Rule 6.4 of the SRA Code of Conduct for Solicitors).”

4. Duty to uphold service and competence levels 
“Both the law and SRA codes provide that solicitors must ensure that they provide a proper standard of service to their clients.”



/ Reports and 

recommendations
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Groundsure ClimateIndex™ - included in…
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Ways in which you could discharge your duty 

1. Obtain a Groundsure report which includes 
ClimateIndexTM

+ Provides a property specific A - F rating

+ Time horizons based on Bank of England/PRA - 5 and 30 

years

+ Projects changes in forward looking physical risks due to 

a warmer, wetter climate from flooding, natural ground 

stability and coastal erosion

+ Physical and transitional risk guidance, specific to peril

+ Included as standard in core Groundsure environmental 

reports



Ways in which you could discharge your duty 

2. Provide a copy of the search to your client. 

+ Properties rated as A or B - no further action required;

+ Properties rated as C - some minor issues identified. Follow recommendations in 

report if any are present;

+ Properties rated as D, E or F - you should be aware there are physical risks 

affecting the property either now or in the future which could significantly impact 

upon the availability of insurance or a mortgage which in turn can impact upon 

the properties resale value. Follow the recommendations presented in the report. 

Download our clauses and further guidance:

https://www.groundsure.com/climateindex-client-care-clauses/ 

Caveat: Where you are not qualified to advise on climate change you should not 
attempt to do so. Groundsure have specialist environmental consultants who can help 
your clients with this.

https://www.groundsure.com/climateindex-client-care-clauses/
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ClimateIndex scores

Band Description

A No risks of concern predicted

B Minor risks e.g. low level surface water flooding

C Minor to moderate risks e.g. river flooding above property 
threshold

D Moderate risks e.g. above threshold flood events & increase in 
subsidence

E Significant risks e.g. multiple flood risks above property threshold

F Severe risks e.g. coastal erosion - loss of property 

ClimateIndexTM score distribution March - December 2023 (residential reports)

73.95%

18.48%

3.82%

73.42%

18.50%

4.02%
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Ways in which you could discharge your duty 

https://www.groundsure.com/climateindex-client-care-clauses/ 

Download our clauses and further guidance:

3. Include search results in Report on Title. If you are qualified to 
do you so, you could use Groundsure’s Climate Clauses.

A. Buyers Pre-contract Enquiries/Enquiries Before Contract/Preliminary 

Enquiries; 

B. Certificate of Title for Lenders - Climate Search Result;

C. Report on Title - Reporting Clauses: 

C.1 TCLP’s Marni’s Clause (Amended);  

C.2 Groundsure Reporting Clause.  

Caveat: Where you are not qualified to advise on climate change you 
should not attempt to do so. Groundsure have specialist environmental 
consultants who can help your clients with this.

https://www.groundsure.com/climateindex-client-care-clauses/


/ Practical examples



Example 1 - Risk of Flooding
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+ Property is shown to be at Moderate risk from 

surface water flooding in 5 & 30 years time

+ Also a Low risk for river flooding across the 

same time frames

+ Overall ‘D’ ClimateIndex™ rating for the 

property

+ Further action recommended. Insert Clause 3

+ Include next steps advice as outlined in the page 

following the breakdown table.
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Reporting clauses:

Certificate of Title for Lenders:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The impact of climate change is likely to exacerbate the risks to this property. This is 

due to a moderate surface water flood risk and a low river flooding risk in 30 years 

time.

Report on Title - shorter version:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The property has moderate (D) risk in 5 and 30  years time due to surface water and 

river flooding. This means you may experience issues obtaining insurance and 

mortgage lending in the coming years. 

Insert recommendations.
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ClimateIndex - Flooding

If our ClimateIndex identifies a likely increase the risk of flooding on this property over time due to climate 

change then…

To best protect the property, and your investment, against this risk we recommend the following:

+ Investigate the insurance on offer for the property

+ Consider that premiums could be impacted in the future

+ Check to see if the property is eligible for the Flood Re scheme

+ Sign up for flood warnings

+ Investigate the various forms of flood resistance and resilience measures



Example 2 - Risk of ground instability
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+ Property is shown to be at High risk from ground 

instability in 5 & 30 years time

+ Surface water flooding reported as Low of 5 & 30 years

+ Other physical perils rated Negligible

+ Overall ClimateIndex™ rating of ‘C’ for the property

+ Further action recommended. Insert Clause 3

+ Include next steps advice as outlined in the page 

following the breakdown table.
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Reporting clauses:

Certificate of Title for Lenders:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The impact of climate change is likely to exacerbate the risks to this property. This is 

due to a high ground instability risk and a low surface water flooding risk in 30 years 

time.

Report on Title - shorter version:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The property has moderate (C) risk in 5 and 30  years time due to ground instability 

and surface water flooding. This means you may experience issues obtaining 

insurance and mortgage lending in the coming years. 

Insert recommendations.
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ClimateIndex - Ground instability

If our ClimateIndex identifies a property is susceptible to an increased risk of ground stability due to the 

impact of climate change then…

To best protect the property, and your investment, against this risk we recommend the following:

+ A building survey carried out by a suitably qualified person which considers ground instability and climate change

+ If the property has clay drainage pipes, consideration should be given to replacing these with a modern equivalent

+ Seek specialist advice before starting major building work or adding/removing any trees

+ Ensure foundations of new constructions or extensions are designed with shrink-swell clay soil conditions in mind, 

particularly how these could become more extreme with climate change

+ Ensure the property has adequate insurance covering subsidence



Example 3 - Risk of coastal erosion
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+ Property is shown to be at High risk from 

coastal erosion if undefended

+ The Shoreline Management Plan for this area 

is ‘No Active Intervention’ for the short, 

medium and long term

+ Other physical perils rated Negligible

+ Overall ‘E’ ClimateIndex™ rating for the 

property for 30 years

+ Further action recommended. Insert Clause 3

+ Include next steps advice as outlined in the 

page following the breakdown table.
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Reporting clauses:

Certificate of Title for Lenders:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The impact of climate change is likely to exacerbate the risks to this property. This is 

due to a high coastal erosion risk in 30 years time.

Report on Title - shorter version:

The Property did not pass a climate search dated 10th October 2023. The search is 

attached. 

The property has moderate (E) risk in 30  years time due to undefended coastal 

erosion. This means you may experience issues obtaining insurance and mortgage 

lending in the coming years. 

Insert recommendations.
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ClimateIndex - Coastal erosion

Climate change is expected to cause more frequent and more extreme erosion events over time. Buying a 

property in very close proximity to a vulnerable coastal area may have a significant impact on the availability 

of both a mortgage and insurance for the property. In worst case scenarios the property may even become 

uninhabitable in the near future.

For more information about the potential risk to your property, we recommend:

+ Investigating the Shoreline Management Plan for the area for further details on sea defences and maintenance

+ Taking into account that essential infrastructure in proximity to the property (roads, paths, utilities etc) may be impacted 

by coastal erosion, which could in turn restrict access and full use of the property.



/ ClimateIndex - which reports 
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Groundsure ClimateIndex™ - included in…
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Inclusion of transitional risk advice

ClimateIndex™ has been designed to be dynamic 

and adaptable to market requirements and industry 

demand

As a result, we have now launched specific advice 

on transition risks

+ Included in Groundsure Avista and Homebuyers

+ EPC information and advice to landlords

+ Additional flood guidance
+ Flood resilience & resistance measures

+ Potential associated costs

+ Flood Re



Climate change tool kit
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+ Client care letters
+ Climate clauses: Groundsure & Chancery Lane 

project
+ Groundsure support & dedicated climate change 

contact climate@groundsure.com
+ Or info@groundsure.com for other 

environmental matters
+ Training/CPD’s on request

mailto:climate@groundsure.com
mailto:info@groundsure.com


Pre and post sale consultancy support;

Assist all parties in transaction;

Highest quality environmental data / historic mapping;

Provide environmental risk advice to top 3 lenders;

Additional data included as standard: mining & ground 
stability, coal, Cheshire salt, energy, transportation, 
planning applications;

Work with industry experts and professional 

associations 
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Supporting you and your clients through the whole transaction

Ensuring you are compliance ready 

Climate specific content via a microsite including clauses, 
FAQ, blogs and training materials 

On hand climate experts - climate@groundsure.com

Agile product development in response to new guidance 

20+ years experience

£10m PII

Get in contact for one to one training on how to implement the guidance in 
practice

mailto:climate@groundsure.com
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All our climate change resources 
available using the QR code above.


